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Researchers from a variety of disciplines in the social and medical sciences are increasingly 
interested in the multidimensional evaluation of human achievements or deprivations, the 
underlying phenomenon of interest including poverty, wellbeing, capabilities, quality of life, 
health, literacy, etc. – see Esposito, Kebede and Maddox (2011), Massey et al. (2013), Hick 
(2014), Alkire et al. (2015), Donohue and Biggs (2015), Feeny and McDonald (2016) and 
Schang et al. (2016). The array of aspects of human life being taken into examination is 
extremely wide; for example, the interdisciplinary review by Linton et al. (2016), which focuses 
on the concept of wellbeing and does not cover age-specific or condition-specific measures, 
identifies as many as 196 dimensions being used in the literature. 
 
While multidimensional evaluation enabled researchers to unveil aspects of poverty and 
wellbeing neglected by unidimensional monetary evaluation (Victor et al., 2014, Alkire et al., 
2015, Trani et al., 2016), it also confronted them with increased technical complexity and 
possibly greater scope for arbitrariness – with regard to, for example, desirable functional 
forms, aggregation procedures, the choice of the relevant dimensions and of the weights to be 
attached to them, etc. In the past decade, a number of contributions have significantly increased 
our command over the technical difficulties behind a multidimensional approach to poverty and 
wellbeing measurement.1 While this body of work has brought us a long way from the initial 
contributions of Morris (1979), Atkinson and Bourguignon (1982), UNDP (1990) and Dasgupta 
and Weale (1992), the field of multidimensional evaluation still presents a number of challenges 
and hosts heated debates – e.g. the ‘single index approach’ vs ‘dashboard approach’ debate, see 
Alkire and Foster (2011b), Ferreira (2011), Ravallion (2011) and Ferreira and Lugo (2013). 
 
In this paper, we focus on the issue of dimension weights. We offer a twofold contribution on 
this issue by combining nationally representative survey data from the Dominican Republic and 
primary data on dimension importance personally collected in the field by one of the authors – 
the primary data amounting to 1,402 observations and comprising a university student sample, 
a sample of local ‘development experts’ and a sample of respondents who are more 
heterogeneous in terms of socio-economic characteristics. Our first offer stems from the 
                                                 
1 See, inter alia, Tsui (2002), Bourguignon and Chakravarty (2003), Duclos, Sahn and Younger (2006), Kakwani and 
Silber (2008), Chakravarty, Deutsch and Silber (2008), Alkire and Santos (2010) and Alkire and Foster (2011a,b), 
Belhadj and Limam (2012), Pattanaik, Reddy and Xu (2012), Ravallion (2012), Bossert, Chakravarty and D'Ambrosio 
(2013), Decancq and Lugo (2013), Seth (2013), Permanyer (2014), Yalonetzky (2014) and Maasoumi and Racine 
(2016). For recent contributions discussing the main theoretical and empirical aspects of multidimensional poverty see, 
respectively, Chakravarty and Chattopadhyay (2018) and Guio (2018). 
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following consideration. While it often occurs that a certain dimension (e.g. education) features 
in the measurement of different constructs (e.g. ‘poverty’, ‘wellbeing’, ‘development’, etc.), 
there is no evidence in the literature as to whether the public would attach different importance 
to the dimension depending on which construct it refers to – i.e. depending on whether it is 
intended ‘as a dimension of poverty’ or ‘as a dimension of wellbeing’. We address this issue 
by running a questionnaire experiment with our university student sample (N=1,083). Random 
allocation of a ‘poverty’ and a ‘wellbeing’ questionnaire versions does produce a significant 
difference in the importance attached to the dimensions we consider in our study (education, 
health, housing and personal safety). This result indicates that people may value dimensions 
differently depending on the construct under consideration and therefore a blanket set of 
weights to be applied for any multidimensional evaluation may be inappropriate. In addition, 
our finding raises what we call a ‘concordance paradox’ which has meaningful implications for 
the conceptualisation of the notions of poverty and wellbeing, as will be discussed in the paper. 
The second offer of our paper relates to the debate as to whether the adoption of different 
weighting schemes produces qualitative differences in multidimensional evaluations or not. We 
estimate multidimensional poverty and wellbeing in the Dominican Republic using national 
household surveys from 1997 and 2007, and employing equal weights as well as the sets of 
weights elicited from our three samples (i.e. the student, ‘expert’ and heterogeneous samples). 
Our results show that picking a certain set of weights rather than another is not a trivial choice, 
because different weighting schemes lead to opposite conclusions on the change in 
multidimensional poverty and wellbeing, and that simply adopting equal weights leads to the 
most optimistic assessment in both the cases of poverty and wellbeing.  
 
The paper is structured in the following way. Section 2 critically reviews the literature on 
multidimensional weights and on the main approaches to the derivation of dimension 
importance scores, with a focus on what we call direct approaches – those where importance 
scores originate from explicit questions posed to the respondent about the value of the chosen 
dimensions. This section provides a framework supporting the choice of the Budget Allocation 
Technique as the method for the derivation of dimension importance scores in the field. Section 
3 presents the primary data collection strategy for each of the three samples and briefly 
describes the secondary data used in the assessment of multidimensional poverty and wellbeing. 






2. SETTING DOMAINS IMPORTANCE: 
DIRECT APPROACHES AND THE BUDGET ALLOCATION TECHNIQUE 
2.a Adopting dimension weights in multidimensional analyses 
The issue of heterogeneity in dimension importance in multidimensional analyses has been 
addressed since the work of Campbell et al. (1976) and Inglehart (1978). The issue was raised 
also by Rawls (1971), who in his influential Theory of Justice notes that the selection of an 
appropriate wellbeing index is faced with the choice of the relative weights to be attached to 
life domains. The idea that more important dimensions should play a larger role in a composite 
index of individual achievements or deprivations has a straightforward conceptual appeal and 
has long been advocated by a number of scholars – e.g. Ferrans and Powers (1985), Mayer and 
Jencks (1989) and Sen (1992). The central point is that if an individual or a society attaches 
little importance to a life domain then attainments in that domain should be somehow deflated 
vis-a`-vis those in highly valued domains. The idea of taking people’s preferences for different 
life domains into account is also at the centre of the equivalent-income approach, where a metric 
is derived by adjusting individuals’ actual income figures on the basis of information on their 
achievements in other life domains as well as on their preferences (Decancq, Fleurbaey and 
Schokkaert, 2015a,b). 
 
The introduction of weighting schemes in multidimensional evaluation, however, brings about 
operational as well as conceptual issues. Dimension importance scores can be given different 
meanings (e.g. substitution rates, relative contribution to overall value, scaling factors, 
discriminating power, etc.) and this can affect the weighting system’s operational effectiveness, 
dependence on measurement units, as well as their suitability to a certain aggregation strategy 
– see Crawford and Williams (1985), Schenkerman (1991) and Choo, Schoner and Wedley 
(1999). Trauer and Mackinnon (2001) criticise the use of dimension importance scores on the 
grounds that they may bring about interpretational difficulties and undesirable psychometric 
properties, and that weighted indices provide little gain in empirical exercises. Stapleton and 
Garrod (2007) suggest that if the added value of using unequal weights is negligible (i.e. it 
brings about little difference in empirical assessment), then the use of indices based on equal 
weights should be preferred on the basis of Occam’s Razor – a principle which rejects 




The quality of life literature has focussed on the question of whether indicators based on equal 
or unequal weights better predict outcome variables of interest – see, among others, Russell et 
al. (2006), Philip et al. (2009), Wu, Yang and Huang (2014) and Hsieh (2016). The results of 
Pasha (2017) challenge the statistical desirability of equal weighting. The economics literature 
has taking a slightly different angle, focussing in particular on the robustness or sensitivity of 
distribution rankings to the use of alternative weighting schemes – Saisana, Saltelli and 
Tarantola (2005), Cherchye, Ooghe and Puyenbroeck (2008), Permanyer (2011, 2012), Foster, 
McGillivray and Seth (2013), Athanassoglou (2015) and Zheng and Zheng (2015). As Seth and 
McGillivray (2018) point out, these studies explore robustness to all possible sets of weights 
rather to concentrating on a more restricted set of weights selected according to criteria deemed 
desirable. Examples of papers which carried out multidimensional poverty analyses on the basis 
of selected weights derived from preferences expressed by the population under study are 
Esposito and Chiappero-Martinetti (2010), Chiappero-Martinetti and von Jacobi (2012), 
Decancq, Van Ootegem and Verhofstadt (2013) and Mitra et al. (2013). 
 
There is a plethora of approaches to setting weights. Decancq and Lugo (2013) carefully review 
the literature on the derivation of weights in multidimensional evaluation and develop a useful 
taxonomy. They categorise approaches to deriving weights in three classes (data-driven, 
normative and hybrid weights), each in turn divided into subclasses. Data-driven weights 
depend on the actual distribution of achievements in society and do not rely on value 
judgements on the perceived importance of the dimensions. Conversely, normative weights are 
solely based on value judgements and are independent of how well society is doing in the 
domains of interest. Hybrid weights result from a combination of the two sources of 
information. In Table 1 below, we rearrange Decanc and Lugo’s subclasses into the two broader 
categories of direct and indirect weights. 
 
[place Table 1 here] 
 
What distinguishes direct from indirect approaches is whether dimension importance scores are 
expressed through a direct judgement on dimensions’ value (whoever makes this judgement) 
or they are indirectly inferred by the researcher – regardless of whether objective variables (e.g. 
achievements), or subjective variables (e.g. happiness) are used for this purpose. Indirect 
approaches are not only those defined as ‘data-driven’ by Decancq and Lugo (2013), but also 
the subcategories they label as ‘hedonic’ and ‘price based’. In hedonic approaches weights are 
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based on coefficients resulting from econometric models where achievement in the different 
domains are explanatory variables for self-reported happiness/life satisfaction; price-based 
approaches consider prices as the base to build a weighting system in that these would reflect 
revealed preferences in society – on this see also Ferreira and Lugo (2013). Looking at Table 
1, direct approaches comprise equal/arbitrary, expert opinion and self-stated. These three 
subgroups differ in the source of the value judgements on dimension importance – respectively, 
the researcher(s) carrying out the analysis, a set of experts and a sample of the population. In 
other words, the difference relies on whose opinions should be taken into account for the 
derivation dimension importance scores. A less common approach is based on political 
constructivism and employs existing expression of people’s values such as Constitutions and 
other important pieces of legislation (Burchi, De Muro and Kollar, 2018). Given our interest in 
eliciting dimension importance scores directly from our respondents, in the following 
subsection we critically present the most common methods for the direct derivation of 
dimension importance scores.  
 
2.b Direct approaches: a critical review and the case for the Budget-Allocation Technique 
Ordered Scale Valuation – Likert Scales. Respondents provide dimension importance scores 
by rating the dimensions along a numerical or a verbally described scale (i.e. from ‘1 to 10’ or 
from ‘not at all important’ to ‘extremely important’).2 Although this method is widely used, it 
is found unsatisfactory for a number of reasons. Firstly, it is well known that scores chosen by 
respondents on ordinal scales are affected by individual- or cultural-specific scale biases – see 
Holland and Wainer (1993) and Kahneman et al. (2004).3 It follows that due to idiosyncratic 
factors some respondents may choose values lower down and others higher up the scale whist 
not genuinely differing in the importance attached to the dimensions. Secondly, respondents 
rate the importance of dimensions one after another, with the consequence that each importance 
score is provided in isolation with little reference to the whole picture. This appears 
inappropriate in multidimensional welfare evaluation, where the selected dimensions are 
assumed to jointly represent the phenomenon under study. In this framework, single dimension 
                                                 
2 It should be noted that the two options have different implications in data analysis; if the scale is numerical then the 
resulting variable can (to some extent) be considered interval (hence, for example, entered as it is as explanatory 
variable in econometric models); if, instead, the different scale points are described verbally then the variable will be 
only ordinal. 
3 A number of contributions have attempted to correct for this making use of the ‘anchoring vignettes’ method, where 
personal valuations are set against a standard in order to increase interpersonal comparability – see King et al. (2004), 





weights have little sense on their own, and should actually be seen as having a relative character. 
Thirdly, at a more practical level, along the exercise respondents are unlikely to be able to 
remember the exact score attributed to previous dimensions, with scope for inaccurate cardinal 
content of reported scores and false dimension rankings. 
 
Perceived Status of Necessity. Respondents are asked to state which item/dimension represents 
a necessity and which does not. Larger weights are attributed to dimensions which are more 
widely identified as necessity. For example, Halleröd (1995, 1996) derives weights by 
computing the proportion of respondents regarding a certain item/dimension as a necessity. 
Two major drawbacks affect this procedure. First, the attribution of dimension importance 
scores has to rely on individual interpretations of the notion of need or necessity. Hence, 
interpersonal heterogeneity in value judgements on dimension importance is likely to be biased 
by different views of what constitutes a necessity. This concern acquires further strength in the 
light of stances dismissing the significance of the concept of necessity altogether (see, for 
example, Jensen and Meckling, 1994). Second, at an individual level, in this approach 
dimension evaluation is limited to a dichotomous partition into ‘needs’ and ‘non-needs’, 
neglecting a graduation in their importance which has been advocated by the psychological 
literature since Maslow (1943).  
 
Analytic Hierarchy Process. Dimension importance is gathered by presenting the respondent 
with a series of pair-wise comparisons. Each time the respondent first chooses which dimension 
is the most important and next states ‘by how much’ on a scale from 1 to k. A value of 1 is 
chosen if the two dimensions are deemed to be equally important, while a value of k if one is 
k-times as important as the other. Responses are inserted in a matrix and relative weights are 
computed using an eigenvector technique. This method has been developed by Saaty (1980, 
1987) in the field of multi-attribute decision-making. The main advantage of this technique is 
that complex decisions/comparisons are decomposed into more easily manageable sub-
problems. However, some of the drawbacks mentioned earlier apply here as well; for example, 
binary comparisons are carried out with little reference to the whole spectrum of dimensions to 
be evaluated. A limitation which is specific to the Analytic Hierarchy Process is the fact that 
elicited differentials in dimension importance are bound to be in the form of exact multiples (a 




Budget Allocation Technique. Respondents are invited to distribute a fixed budget of ‘points’ 
to different dimensions according to the importance attached to them, with more points 
allocated to the dimensions more highly valued. The adoption of this method enables 
researchers to overcome some of the problems highlighted above. Three features of the Budget 
Allocation Technique emerge as particularly valuable. First, the respondent is presented at once 
with the whole array of dimensions to be valuated, so that the attribution of importance scores 
takes place simultaneously. Second, the amount of points to be allocated is fixed across 
subjects; this enables researchers to circumvent the problem of individual scale biases.4 Third, 
since a point allocated to a certain dimension implies that less points are available for the other 
dimensions, the Budget Allocation Technique is able to present the respondent with explicit 
trade-offs among dimensions; this feature appears extremely desirable when dimension 
importance scores are to be used in the development of an aggregate multidimensional index, 




3.1 Elicitation of dimension importance scores in the field 
The collection of primary data on dimension importance took place in the Dominican Republic 
during three-month fieldwork (February-May 2009), and was carried out entirely by one of the 
authors without the use of enumerators. The Budget Allocation Technique was adopted to elicit 
views on the importance of four dimensions (education, health, housing and personal safety). 
The choice of these dimensions was driven by the existence of secondary data at a national level 
which could be used to estimate multidimensional poverty and wellbeing in the country, as well 
as by the relevance these dimensions have in the country’s public opinion and political 
discourse – for example, they all feature as key points in the National Development Strategy 
Plan of Dominican Republic 2010-2030, which represents a roadmap of the country’s 
development priorities (USAID, 2013). Dimension importance scores were elicited from a 
threefold sample – university students, local ‘development experts’ and a sample of respondents 
with highly heterogeneous socio-economic profiles. This represents a novelty, since the use of 
the Budget Allocation Technique has been typically restricted to the elicitation of value 
                                                 
4 In order to correct for the problem of individual scale bias in Ordered Scale Valuation, Hsieh (2004) suggests to 
normalise the importance score of each dimension by the sum of the importance scores across all domains. Rather than 
this ex post solution, the Budget Allocation Technique enables researchers to get around this problem directly at the 
stage of weights elicitation. 
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judgements from experts (Moldan and Billharz, 1997, and Mascherini and Hoskins, 2008).5 A 
description of the data collection strategy for each sample is in order. 
 
Student sample (collected February-March 2009). The idea of seeking university students’ 
views on normative questions is a long used approach in economics (e.g. Glejser et al. 1977). 
We approached 1,083 undergraduate students in the Universidad Autonoma de Santo Domingo 
(UASD), the public national university, characterised by extremely low tuition fees making it 
one of the least elitist in the whole of Latin America (Liz, 2001). Around 29% of youth enrols 
in tertiary education in the Dominican Republic and students at UASD have lower 
socioeconomic profiles compared to students in private universities (OECD, 2012). In spite of 
this, it should be kept in mind that our student sample may still have a relatively privileged 
background since around 1/3 of them has at least one parent with a university degree (against a 
national figure of university degree holders among the adult population of around 12%, López 
and Mejía, 2016) and that for poorer households even UASD fees may be inaccessible (ONE, 
2013). We selected the disciplines of study of our respondents in a way that would enable us to 
explore potential discipline-specific biases in the importance given to our four dimensions of 
interest. It follows that in our sample we have students from the following disciplines: 
Education (251 respondents), Medicine (255), Architecture (269) and Law (308). Students were 
administered a written questionnaire in sessions supervised by one of the authors during lecture 
time, typically the first or the last 20 minutes of a teaching session (response rate>96%). The 
development of the questionnaire benefited from inputs offered by academics in the School of 
Education at UASD and from a pilot with around 20 students. 
 
In order to test heterogeneity in dimension importance scores across the poverty and the 
wellbeing constructs, twin versions of our questionnaire were produced and randomly allocated 
to our student sample through a between-subject design (each student was presented with only 
one version). The two versions are identical in everything except that in one the text reads as 
“Poverty is a multidimensional phenomenon… We are interested in your opinion about the 
importance of the following poverty dimensions…”, while in the other version the word 
‘poverty’ is replaced with the word ‘wellbeing’. Between-group analysis of socio-demographic 
characteristics shows that the null hypothesis of a significant difference between the two 
                                                 
5 A similar method was adopted by Esposito et al. (2011, 2015) with a sample with low educational attainments. A 
slightly different approach was followed by Camfield and Ruta (2007). 
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subsamples is rejected, confirming that randomization has worked (see Appendix 1). Views on 
dimension importance were elicited through the following question:  
 
We would like to ask your view about the importance of the 4 dimensions mentioned 
above. Please assign a number from 1 to 100 to each dimension according to the 
importance you personally think they have, making sure that those values sum up to 
100: 
 
 Education: ……………….. 
 Health: ……………….. 
 Housing: ……………….. 
 Personal Safety: ……………….. 
 
Heterogeneous sample (collected February-May 2009). This sample consists of 309 adults 
interviewed face to face. While our resources did not allow us to pursue a formal strategy to 
achieve national representativeness, in our data collection we strived to achieve substantial 
demographic, socio-economic and geographic heterogeneity. Interviews took place across two 
urban and two rural locations. Respondents aged from 18 to 79 (mean age is around 37), 53% 
were female and number of children ranged from 0 to 13. Educational levels ranged from as 
little as 0 years of schooling (11 respondents) to postgraduate degrees (5 respondents), with 
mean and median around 10 years; around a fifth barely completed primary education and 12% 
have a university degree or higher. Almost half is catholic and 58% is employed. The variation 
in the standard of living of our respondents was also rather wide; in terms of durable goods 
possessed, 26 respondents owned both a computer and air conditioning while 41 owned neither 
a fridge nor a washing machine, and personal income ranged from 900 to 70,000 Dominican 
Pesos per month – the national absolute poverty line being 2,601.75 Dominican Pesos (BCRD, 
2011). Also for this sample the questionnaire development benefited from a pilot. After 
gathering information on a range of demographics, respondents were presented with a flashcard 
where each quadrant showed a pictorial representation of the four dimensions under study and 
were asked to apportion 40 tokens among them according to the importance they attributed to 
each dimension. It was evident during the pilot that for respondents with no or very little formal 
education abstract questions about dimension importance were unintelligible, while the 
physical allocation of tokens enabled them to express their views – a similar method was 
previously used by the authors in the context of a research on literacy in Mozambique (Esposito 




Expert sample (collected April 2009). Our third sample is made of 10 local development 
agencies and committees,6 which were chosen to seek the views of local ‘development experts’. 
The organisations were selected among those with a general development mission – i.e. 
avoiding organisations with a specific focus on education, health, housing or safety. They were 
first contacted by telephone and then visited in person. The semi-structured interviews lasted 
on average 25 minutes and were carried out in the organisations’ premises with the chief or 
deputy chief of the organisation. The level of education of the interviewees made it easy to elicit 
their views on dimension importance in an abstract way through a question similar to the one 
posed to our student sample. 
 
3.2 Secondary data 
Secondary micro-data were obtained from the 1997 and 2007 "Encuesta de hogares de 
propósitos múltiples (Enhogar)", a large nationally representative survey on individuals and 
households living conditions (involving, approximately, 19,000 individuals in 1997 and 30,000 
in 2007 corresponding to, respectively, 4500 and 8300 households).7 For each of education, 
health, housing and personal safety, indicators were created on the basis of the following 
criteria: i) deprivation/achievement was measured in a gradual manner and not as a “switch-on, 
switch-off” condition; ii) indicators were normalized along a scale ranging from zero (best 
condition/no deprivation) to one (worst condition/full deprivation); iii) indicators are 
monotonic as an increase in their value means an increase in terms of deprivation. These criteria 
have been applied to all dimensions described by means of ordinal or categorical variables, the 
only exception being health, which was dichotomous. Information related to education, health 
and security were available at individual level, whereas housing variables were collected at the 
household level and assigned to each household’s member so as to keep individuals as the unit 
of analysis. Poverty thresholds were set up for each dimension – e.g. being illiterate or without 
any formal education, having three out of five poverty symptoms related to the housing 
condition such as lack of electricity, inadequate type of house or walls or sanitation, etc. Table 
                                                 
6 The organisations involved in the survey are the following: 1) Acción social de promoción humana campesina, 2) 
Asociación de San José de las matas prodesarrollo de la comunidad, 3) Asociación para el desarrollo de Santiago, 4) 
Consejo comunitario de desarrollo de la sierra, 5) Consejo para el desarrollo estrategico de la ciudad y el municipio de 
Santiago, 6) Fundación de desarrollo comunitario, 7) Consejo comunitario de Santiago, 8) Fundación comunidad y 
acción, 9) Junta pro-desarrollo y bienestar del Limon y lugares aledaños, 10) Fundación hogar hacia una mejor calidad 
de vida. 





A2 in Appendix 2 provides a more detailed description of variables, poverty thresholds and 
wellbeing scores assigned. 
 
 
4. DIMENSION IMPORTANCE SCORES IN A POVERTY AND WELLBEING FRAMEWORK 
4.1 Treatment effect 
The distribution of dimension importance scores obtained in the experiment carried out with 
the student sample is graphically presented in Figure 1. For each dimension, two overlaying 
histograms are presented – with shaded and unshaded histograms referring to the wellbeing and 
the poverty questionnaire versions, respectively. The importance scores attributed to education 
are visibly more dispersed in the case of the poverty framework, while scores are more 
concentrated within the 20-40 range in the case of the wellbeing framework. Looking at health, 
wellbeing scores appear shifted to the right (higher values) while the opposite holds for housing 
– although to a lesser extent. There seems to be little difference instead between the two sets of 
scores in the case of safety. In Table 2 we present summary statistics as well as univariate tests 
for the significance of the treatment effect. These show that there is a statistically significant 
difference in the dimension importance scores attached to education (p<0.1), health (p<0.01) 
and housing (p<0.05) across the two versions of the questionnaire, with a sizable difference in 
the case of health; it should be noted that the higher mean value for education in the poverty 
framework is the result of greater extreme values rather than a shift of the histograms across 
the board as in the case of health (see Figure 1). There is no statistical difference instead in the 
case of safety. In addition, it is interesting to note that in a poverty framework the most valued 
dimension is education while in a wellbeing framework the most valued dimension is health – 
it is possible that education is also seen as factor enabling individuals to get out of poverty. 
Lastly, in the case of education and health, also the dispersion of dimension importance scores 
is statistically different across the two questionnaire versions (significant higher dispersion of 
importance scores in the poverty version for education and in the wellbeing version for health); 
in particular, in the case of education the higher mean value for the  
 
[place figure 1 here] 
 





While random allocation to treatment can be argued to control for potential confounders by 
design, so that univariate analysis would suffice, we run multivariate analysis to both test the 
significance of the treatment effect further controlling for a range of personal characteristics 
and family circumstances of our respondents. We employ a method which enables us to account 
for the interdependent nature of the dimension importance scores provided by each respondent. 
Since in the Budget Allocation Technique the total number of tokens is fixed, the importance 
score attributed to each dimension is related to the importance scores attributed to the others – 
more tokens placed on one dimension automatically imply that fewer tokens are available for 
the other dimensions. Therefore, the significance of the treatment effect and the predictive role 
of other variables are explored through Zellner’s Seemingly Unrelated Regressions (SUREG) 
– see Zellner (1962, 1963) and Cameron and Trivedi (2010). The model simultaneously 
estimates one equation per each dependent variable (dimension importance score), taking into 
account their within-respondent interdependence. Formally, for n  individuals, p  outcome 
variables for each individual and q  explanatory variables, we employ a system of equations 
 
(1) Y X   , 
 
where Y  is a 1np  vector of responses, X  is a np q  matrix of explanatory variables,   is 
a q -dimensional vector of regression coefficients and i  is a 1np  error vector. The 
thj  
outcome  1,  j p   for the thi individual, ijy , is modelled through equations of the form 
 
(2) ij j ij ijy x    
 
where the error terms are expected to be correlated across equations, i.e.  ' | 0ij ijE X    with 
'j j . 
 
Table 3 presents regression results for two specifications which differ in the set of explanatory 
variables used. One regression is omitted because of linear dependence and serves as a baseline; 
we omit the regression for safety, hence estimated coefficients of each regression are to be 
interpreted as relative to those for safety (choosing other baseline equations does not produce 
qualitative differences in our results, analysis available upon request). Specification I (columns 
1-4) includes only the treatment dummy (i.e. questionnaire version), gender, age and discipline 
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of study of the respondent, while Specification II (columns 5-8) includes several additional 
regressors which may be hypothesised to shape respondents’ evaluations and affect the 
importance attached to the life domains we address. These variables range from information 
more specifically related to our four dimensions of interest – how far students are into their 
tertiary education (semester of study), own and family experience of illness, whether the 
student’s family owns their house and variables accounting for episodes of robbery, burglary 
and physical threat suffered – to subjective socio-economic status variables – perceived family 
income and perceived relative standard of living. We also add two further variables which 
debriefing activities carried out during the pilot phase indicated as potentially related to views 
on dimension importance: when asked about the reasons for valuing highly a certain dimension, 
in some cases students referred to that dimension being a ‘human right’ or an ‘urgent problem’ 
in the country. In the questionnaire therefore, after students have stated the importance of the 
four dimensions, they are asked to select which one dimension according to them should be 
considered as a human right and which one is the most urgent problem in the country. Columns 
1-3 and columns 5-7 (for Specification I and II, respectively) provide coefficients and 
significance of predictors for the importance attributed to health, education and housing, 
respectively, relative to the role of that variable as an explanatory variable for the importance 
attributed to safety (baseline equation). Columns 4 and 8 refer instead to the joint significance 
test, which determines whether a certain explanatory variable plays a statistically significant 
role in the equations jointly considered. 
 
For both specifications, general statistics on the validity of the model confirm the reliability of 
our estimations. In particular, all equations are highly significant (for all of them, p<0.05 in 
Specification I and p<0.01 in Specification II) and the Breusch-Pagan test, as expected, rejects 
the null hypothesis of no correlation among the error terms in the estimated equations hence 
confirming the value in using a SUREG model rather than simple ordinary least squares. 
Looking at Specification I, the role of the treatment effect is confirmed: the dummy variable 
for the ‘wellbeing’ version of the questionnaire is highly significant in every equation (the 
‘poverty’ version being the baseline category), and points to health being valued as more 
important in a wellbeing framework, whilst the opposite holds for education and housing – in 
line with the insights gained by the univariate analysis presented above. Demographics such as 
age and gender are not significant. The joint test for discipline of study suggests the existence 
of a discipline-specific pattern, but looking at individual variables this appears to be driven 
mainly by medical students attributing notable importance to health. The above results do not 
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change after the inclusion of the control variables mentioned above in Specification II, and are 
robust to alternative selections of explanatory variables. Our control variables do not show 
particular associations with respondents’ views, nor do they seem to interact with the treatment 
dummy – the relative socio-demographic homogeneity of university students is likely to play a 
role in this. Variables related to being a human right and being the most urgent problem in the 
country are as expected positive and significant in the relevant equations. Finally, in order to 
avoid more stringent assumptions, in Specifications I and II we have maintained the same set 
of regressors for all outcome variables – so that, for example, health-related characteristics of 
our respondents are included also in equations relative to dimension importance scores attached 
to other dimensions. Results do not show qualitative differences if equations for the importance 




[place table 3 here] 
 
 
4.2 Another dimension importance paradox? 
The literature has shown that the introduction of people’s individual preferences in 
multidimensional evaluation can lead to paradoxical results. For example, while it is accepted 
that individuals hold different views on dimension importance, accounting for these individual-
specific views in empirical analysis may conflict with the so-called dominance principle. 
Suppose that individuals or societies A and B have different preferences over health and 
education and a bi-dimensional index is used to compare their multidimensional wellbeing; the 
introduction of weights reflecting the different importance A and B attach to health and 
education may lead to A’s computed wellbeing to be lower than B’s even if A outperforms B in 
both health and education (see Fleurbaey and Trannoy, 2003, Brun and Tungodden, 2004 and 
Fleurbaey, 2007). This means that if A and B have genuinely different preferences, we are 
confronted with the dilemma of either accounting for this difference and possibly having to 
accept that B is better off than A, or adopting a paternalistic approach where individual 
preferences are silenced and the dominance principle is preserved. 
 
Consider now a ‘concordance principle’ stating that if individual or society C has more poverty 
than D, then she must also have less wellbeing than D. While this principle may appear as 
hardly questionable, it is easy to think of a situation where multidimensional evaluation would 
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bring about a deviation from this principle. Think of a situation where C is poor in one 
dimension and extremely well-off in the others, while D is barely above the poverty line in all 
dimensions. In such a situation, D’s poverty would be zero while C’s poverty would generally 
be greater than zero;8 at the same time, an array of wellbeing indices would quantify C’s overall 
wellbeing as greater than D’s given C’s high levels of achievements in all but one dimension. 
Clearly, in this case the deviation from the concordance principle originates in neglect for 
achievements above the poverty line in the conceptualisation and measurement of absolute 
poverty but not of wellbeing. 
 
In order to mute this source of heterogeneity, think now about assessing multidimensional 
poverty and wellbeing of individuals or societies E and F who are both below the poverty lines 
in each of the two dimensions of interest. With a poverty line set at 10 for both health and 
education, achievement scores for E and F are respectively (Eedu=3, Ehealth=4) for E and 
(Fedu=5, Fhealth=2) for F. In addition, in order to rule out the role of the indices’ functional 
forms, suppose that we assess both wellbeing and poverty through additive indices based on 
smooth linear functions – i.e. the sum of individual achievement scores and the sum of poverty 
gaps, respectively (results do not qualitatively change if a multiplicative form is used). In this 
way, not only are we comparing in terms of multidimensional poverty and wellbeing two 
individuals or groups who are both below the poverty line in all dimensions, but we are also 
doing this using well-behaved and (symmetrically) identical indices for poverty and wellbeing. 
It is clear that under equal weighting E and F will be deemed to be equal in terms of poverty 
and wellbeing, and that if health (education) were given more importance across the board then 
E (F) would be deemed to have less poverty and more wellbeing. Would we instead be ready 
to accept a ‘discordance’ between the poverty and wellbeing assessments, namely the 
conclusion that one individual between E or F has both more poverty and more wellbeing than 
the other? 
 
As the following example shows, this conclusion is indeed possible if the importance attached 
to a certain dimension is allowed to vary not only across individuals but also across the 
constructs of poverty and wellbeing. Suppose E’s weights are (EwPedu=.4, Ew
P
health=.6) in the 
case of poverty and (EwWedu=.4, Ew
W







health=.4). Using these importance 
                                                 
8 It should be noted that it may still be zero in the case of an overall poverty line defined in the multidimensional space 
rather than defining separate poverty lines for each dimension 
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scores as simple multiplicative weights, F would result as having both more poverty and more 
wellbeing than E: 
 
𝐸𝑝𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦 = (10 − 3) × .4 + (10 − 4) × .6 = 6.4 < 𝐹𝑝𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑡𝑦 = (10 − 5) × .5 + (10 − 2) × .5
= 6.5  
 
𝐸𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑔 = (3) × .4 + (4) × .6 = 3.6 < 𝐹𝑤𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑏𝑒𝑖𝑛𝑔 = (5) × .6 + (2) × .4 = 3.8  
 
It should be noted that this seemingly paradoxical conclusion arose in an illustration where we 
adopted very simple functional forms for the assessment of poverty and wellbeing, and where 
we employed sets of weights which are quantitatively very similar to one another. The 
seemingly paradoxical conclusion is, therefore, a possible outcome when we have reasons to 
believe that a difference in dimension importance scores between a poverty and a wellbeing 
framework (whether large or small) really exists. The existence of such difference is indeed the 
indication we derive from our questionnaire experiment. Statistical significance of our 
treatment effect indicates that the difference in dimension importance scores between a poverty 
and a wellbeing frameworks is not due to chance but it reflects a real feature of our respondents’ 
views. 
 
Should this seemingly paradoxical conclusion be accepted or rejected? The implication of 
accepting it would be that poverty and wellbeing would be seen not as two sides of the same 
coin but as two distinct phenomena. Poverty and wellbeing would be different aspects of an 
individual’s condition, and more of one would not necessarily imply less of the other – an 
individual could have both more poverty and more wellbeing than another individual in a 
similar fashion as she can have more cholesterol and more eyesight. The strongest grounds to 
reject the seemingly paradoxical conclusion possibly reside in the idea that importance scores 
for multidimensional evaluation should not be taken as fixed, but they should be allowed to 
change along the achievement line (e.g. a dimension may be very important at lower levels of 
achievement but become less important at higher achievement levels). Along this view, the 
difference in the importance scores given by our respondents across the poverty and wellbeing 
frameworks could be made sense of by thinking that the former would apply to low 
achievements while the latter to high achievements. Since the achievements of E and F are 
below the poverty line, the appropriate sets of weights for them would be those provided in the 
poverty framework and the paradox would disappear. A difficulty with this interpretation is, 
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however, that it may jeopardise the applicability of the concept of wellbeing to individuals 
below the poverty line, for whom only the only the construct of poverty would apply.  
 
5. ASSESSING MULTIDIMENSIONAL POVERTY AND WELLBEING WITH DIFFERENT WEIGHTS 
Our second aim in this paper is to explore whether the use of alternative sets of weights brings 
about appreciable differences in the assessment of multidimensional poverty and wellbeing. 
Before presenting our evidence, we clarify that we are not interested in studying which sets or 
ranges of weights, among all the theoretically possible ones, produce qualitatively different 
empirical results. Rather, we want to explore whether qualitatively different results are 
produced by specific sets of weights, namely those we collected in the field – which are non-
paternalistic and contextually relevant to the country whose poverty and wellbeing are studied. 
An additional remark regards the limitations affecting the sets of weights we elicited in the 
field. It should be clear that, while we believe that our fieldwork enabled us to produce 
meaningful views on dimension importance, the derived sets of weights are not statistically 
representative of the student, ‘expert’ and adult populations in the country, given the non-
probabilistic nature of our samples. In addition, while the different sets of importance scores 
can be seen as comparable because they were all collected using the Budget Allocation 
Technique, at the same time this comparability encounters some limits given that this approach 
was implemented following different procedures. The reason for this was again opportunity and 
resource constraints – the only procedure viable for all samples was the one followed for our 
heterogeneous sample, but the resources needed for this would have made it impossible for us 
to obtain such a large sample of university students.  
 
In Figure 2 we illustrate the different weighting schemes to be used in our empirical analysis – 
the average values attributed by our samples to the four dimensions. It appears clear how the 
set of equal weights brings about an overestimation of the low-valued dimensions (housing and 
safety) and an underestimation of the high-valued ones (health and education). Among our 
respondents, the lowest value to education is given by the heterogeneous sample – which is also 
the group with the lowest average level of formal education. The higher level of education of 
students and ‘development experts’ suggests a relationship between educational attainment and 
value attached to education; this idea is reinforced by the results from univariate and 
multivariate analyses of the heterogeneous sample data, where respondents’ years of schooling 
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are strong predictors of the value attached to education (results available upon request)9 . More 
generally, it is useful to keep in mind that these two samples are likely to be more informative 
on the values held by higher rather than lower socioeconomic profiles. The views expressed by 
the ‘development experts’ show the largest gap between health and education on the one hand 
and housing and safety on the other; when asked to explain the reason for such a disparity, 
respondents often evoked the idea of health and education being central to the notion of human 
development. A final remark on the importance scores obtained is that if the scores for housing 




3⁄  structure of the widely adopted 
Human Development Index (UNDP, 1990) and the Multidimensional Poverty Index (Alkire 
and Santos, 2010) emerges – with similar weights for an educational domain, a health domain 
and a ‘living conditions’ domain. This is clearly an ex-post judgement and in our case it may 
be the result of employing two highly valued dimensions (education and health) and two 
considerably less valued ones (housing and safety). Whether this importance scores structure 
would be observed also on the bases of different domains or of a larger number of domains is 
however unclear. 
[place figure 2 here] 
 
Moving to multidimensional evaluation, in Figure 3 we report the percentage change in 
multidimensional poverty and wellbeing10 in the Dominican Republic between 1997 and 2007 
(upper panel) as well as variations in specific dimensions (lower panel). In both the cases of 
multidimensional poverty and multidimensional wellbeing, opposite conclusions are reached 
depending on which set of weight is used. A negative variation in poverty (poverty decrease), 
is obtained if the analysis is carried out using the dimension importance scores suggested by 
the heterogeneous sample, by the student subsample having received the poverty version of the 
questionnaire, or giving equal importance to the four dimensions; by contrast, the adoption of 
the dimension importance scores provided by the expert sample suggest an increase in 
multidimensional poverty. The evidence on multidimensional wellbeing is even more mixed, 
with two sets of weights indicating a positive trend and two indicating a negative trend. The 
                                                 
9 The scope for assessing the statistical significance of the differences in dimension importance scores across the three 
samples is limited, due to the difference in the data collection instruments and the sample size of the ‘expert’ sample. 
We however flag that t-tests on the heterogeneous sample scores where student importance scores are taken as the 
hypothesised values show that there is a statistical difference in the case of health and housing (p<0.0001) but not in the 
case of education and safety. 
10 Headcount ratios and linear additive indices are used for the evaluation of poverty. Similar results are obtained using 
different approaches such as multiplicative indices. As a limitation of our analysis, it should be considered that we are 
able to use two sets of weights (poverty-specific and wellbeing-specific) only with regard to our student sample and not 




variations in specific dimensions shed some light on this, with a poverty decrease in all 
dimensions except for health on the one hand and a wellbeing increase for education and 
housing but a decrease for health and safety. It is also interesting to note that, in both the cases 
of multidimensional poverty and multidimensional wellbeing, the rosiest picture on the social 
development trend in the Dominican Republic is obtained by using equal weights. The simple 
adoption of equal weights, therefore, would have made us more optimistic than we probably 
should have been.  
[place figure 3 here] 
 
6. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we address two aspects related to dimension weights in multidimensional 
evaluation. The first moves from the consideration that although for decades various 
dimensions (education, health, etc.) have featured in indices representing different constructs 
(poverty, wellbeing, ‘development’, etc.), as yet there is no evidence on whether views on 
dimension importance would differ depending on the construct. We address this issue through 
a between-subject unincentivised experiment with random allocation to treatment, carried out 
with a large sample of university students in the Dominican Republic. We find that respondents’ 
views are significantly different if dimensions are presented as ‘dimensions of poverty’ or 
‘dimensions of wellbeing’. We also show how this evidence can lead to what we label a 
‘concordance paradox’, namely the possibly disturbing conclusion that one individual can be 
deemed to have at the same time more poverty and more wellbeing than another – even in the 
case that they are both below the poverty line in every dimension. As we argued, this paradox 
suggests alternative takes on the very essence of the concepts of ‘poverty’ and ‘wellbeing’, 
namely whether they should be thought of as two different phenomena or they may still be 
thought of as two sides of the same coin along a continuum with dimension weights changing 
along the achievement line. Further research is needed to fully expound the implications of our 
finding and of this seemingly paradoxical conclusion, as well as to clarify what these mean for 
the co-existence of the notions of poverty and wellbeing. 
 
As a second offer of our paper, we test whether the use of alternative sets of weights brings 
about appreciable differences in poverty and wellbeing assessment. Using national survey data, 
we analyse the changes in multidimensional poverty and wellbeing in the Dominican Republic 
between 1997 and 2007 on the basis of equal weights and of the three sets of weights we 
collected in the field. We find that the use of different weights leads to opposite conclusions on 
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the trend of multidimensional poverty and wellbeing, making it difficult to answer the question 
“have poverty and wellbeing gone up or down?” This urges researchers to take seriously the 
issue of ‘who decides’ upon the relative importance of life domains in multidimensional 
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DIRECT AND INDIRECT APPROACHES TO DERIVING WEIGHTS 
Direct Indirect 
Equal/arbitrarya Frequencyc 
Expert opiniona Statisticalc 
Self-statedb Most favourablec 
 Price-baseda 
 Hedonicb 
The classification according to Decancq and Lugo (2013) is as follows: 
a Normative – based on value judgements 
b Hybrid – based on both value judgements and actual achievements 










STUDENT IMPORTANCE SCORES AND STATISTICAL TESTS FOR TREATMENT EFFECT 
  Mean St. Deviation Min Max N 
Education 
Wellbeing 31.37961     10.86869           5 97 515 
Poverty 32.88404     12.14756           8 100 539     
p-values 0.0873a; 0.0070b    
       
Health 
Wellbeing 32.80194     10.70872           1 80 515 
Poverty 29.87662     10.24142           0 80 539     
p-values 0.0000a; 0.0062b    
       
Housing 
Wellbeing 18.08544     7.895443           1 50 515 
Poverty 19.15492     8.560664           0 50 539     
p-values 0.0393a; 0.1675b    
       
Safety 
Wellbeing 17.77184       6.8023           1 45 515 
Poverty 18.18646     7.614493           0 50 539     
p-values 0.5052a; 0.3482b    
a, b: between group Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test and Robust Variance test, respectively. These tests 
are used due to the non-normality of underlying distributions (p=0.0000, Shapiro-Wilks normality test, 
for all four dimensions) hence the inability to use the more common t-test and F-test –see  Shapiro and 










MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS - ZELLNER’S SEEMINGLY UNRELATED REGRESSIONS 
         
 Specification Ia Specification IIb 
 (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
 Edu Health Housing Joint test 
(chi-2) 
Edu Health Housing Joint test 
(chi-2) 
Questionnaire version (treatment) 
Wellbeing -1.484** 2.870*** -1.055** 
20.16*** 
-1.402**  2.657*** -0.886*   
17.78*** 
 (0.715) (0.645) (0.511) (0.687) (0.633) (0.515) 
     Demographics 
Age 0.085 -0.060    0.033    
3.96 
-.003    -0.022    0.058   
1.77 
 (0.068) (0.061) (0.048) (0.072) (0.067) (0.054) 
Male 1.343 -0.427    -0.443    
2.55 
1.066    -0.254    -.356    
1.74 
 (0.848) (0.765) (0.607) (0.823) (0.759) (0.617) 
     Disciplines 
Architecture -1.145 0.641 0.916    
35.83*** 
-0.107    0.984    0.213 
21.49** 
 (1.081) (0.976) (0.774) (1.159) (1.068) (0.868) 
Medicine -0.405 4.110*** -1.346*   0.115    3.279***    -1.017    
 (1.038) (0.936) (0.743) (1.008) (0.929) (0.755) 
Education -0.488 -0.009 0.384    0.025  0.517     0.311    
 (1.049) (0.946) (0.751) (1.057) (0.974) (0.792) 
     Dimension which most should be seen as a human right 
Education     4.573*** -0.243     0.282    
134.57*** 
     (1.339) (1.234) (1.003) 
Health     -1.901    5.391***   0.303     
     (1.352) (1.246) (1.013) 
Housing     -1.258 1.884     3.104**     
     (1.753) (1.615) (1.313) 
     Dimension as the most urgent problem in the country 
Education     4.225***    0.887    -2.443***    
90.13*** 
     (0.873) (0.804) (0.654) 
Health     -1.479 3.956*** -1.082    
     (1.036) (0.955) (0.776) 
Housing     0.176    -0.160    2.444***    
     (1.248) (1.150) (0.935) 
         
Constant 30.637*** 30.412*** 18.478***  29.994***  24.083***    19.994***  
 (1.689) (1.689) (1.340)  (3.031) (2.792) (2.270)  
         
N 1,030 1,030 1,030  974 974 974  
Equation 
significance 
0.0446 0.0000 0.0153  0.0000 0.0000 0.0000  
Breusch-
Pagan test 
0.0000  0.0000  
Notes. 
a: no control variables included other than those reported. 
b: additional control variables include dimension-specific indicators (semester of study, own and family experience of 
illness, whether the student’s family owns their house and indicators accounting for episodes of robbery, burglary and 
physical threat) and subjective socio-economic status variables (perceived family income and perceived relative 
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Figure 2. Dimension importance scores across samples 
Notes: Importance scores for the heterogeneous sample are normalised to 100 
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APPENDIX 1. RANDOMIZATION CHECK 
Below are the tests for the null hypothesis of a significant difference between the two 
subsamples (one receiving the poverty version of our questionnaire and the other receiving the 
wellbeing version). Test of proportions, t-test and Wilcoxon Mann Whitney test performed 
depending on the nature of the variables. 
 
TABLE A1. 
REJECTION OF THE NULL HYPOTHESIS 
OF A SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE TWO STUDENT SUBSAMPLES 










Victim of home robbery .2766 
Victim of street robbery .7253 
Victim of assault .2164 
Victim of verbal threat .5611 
Home owner .5085 
Own experience of serious illness .0898 
Serious illness experienced by parents .7645 
Serious illness experienced by siblings .3054 
Serious illness experienced by relatives .8319 
Serious illness experienced by partner .9307 
Serious illness experienced by close friends .3030 
     
Continuous variables p-value (t-test) 
Age .9229 
.2283 Semester of study 
     
Ordinal variables p-value (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney 
rank-sum test) 
Perceived family incomea .4065 
.7596 Perceived relative standard of livingb 
     
aPerceived family income on a 5-point Likert scale from ‘Very low’ to ‘Very high’. 
bPerceived family standard of living compared to other families on a 5-point Likert scale from 




APPENDIX 2. INDICATORS USED   
TABLE A2. 
DATA DESCRIPTION, POVERTY THRESHOLDS AND WELLBEING SCORES, DOMINICAN REPUBLIC 1997 AND 2007 
DIMENSIONS INDICATOR(S) TYPES OF 
VARIABLES





POVERTY LINES (Z) NO. OF 
OBSERV. 
EDUCATION Highest level of 
education attained  
Ordinal 1. illitterate 
2. read&writing but no formal 
edu  
3. primary school (basic) 
4. high school (middle) 
5. univ degree or doctorate 




1 (max wb)  




HEALTH Presence/absence of a 
disease or negative 
health occurrences in 
the past month 
Dichotomous  1. health problems  
2. no health problems 
 
0 (min wb) 







HOUSING  Housing conditions Categorical  1. Type of housing  
2. Walls  
3. Electricity 
4. Sanitation 
5. Overcrowding index (no of 
adults/no. of bedrooms) 
 
count # of 
poverty 
symptoms  






1=0 sympt. (max 
wb) 
Indicator thresholds:   
Z1=shanty or building 
house or house shared 
with workplace/shop 
Z2=pasteboard or wood 
or palm leaf 
Z3=no electricity or 
polluting source of 
energy (i.e. kerosene) 












Feeling insecure in the 
neighborhood where 
people live (*) 
Categorical  1. very safe 
2. safe  
3. quite safe  
4. unsafe  
5. very unsafe  
 






1 (max security) 








(*) Individual micro-data integrated by district data on the perception of personal security in the neighborhood 
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(°) in order to facilitate a time comparison, wellbeing scores were assigned to people living in the same region (estrato) xi (i=1,…10) on the basis of the standard deviation and the national mean 
values (observed in the two years. Namely, a zero value (worst security condition) is assigned if the observed value in region i (xi) was larger than -2sd from the national mean; 0.2 if it was  
 
[Table A2. Continued] 
included between two and one sd below the mean; for values comprised between -1 sd and the national mean if was included between +1 sd and the national mean;  if between two and 
one sd above the mean and finally a value equal to one (best security condition) was assigned if the observed value xi was 2 or more sd above the mean.
Data sources: 
Education, Health and Housing: 1997 and 2007 Microdata “Encuesta national de ingresos y gastos de hogares”,  Departemento de Encuesta, Oficina Nacinonal de Estadistica, Republica 
Dominicana. 
Personal Security: microdata by district of the "Encuesta de hogares de propósitos múltiples (enhogar)"  2007; estimated value for  1997 based on the variation of personal security 2007-2005 and 
perception on changes between 2005-2000  (Q: “Desde el 2005 (2000), considera su barrio igual, mas o menos seguro que antes”?;) 
 
 
 
 
